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DESCALT – A New Sales Distribution Partner in
North America for FORUM 8
Background
Based in Vancouver Canada, DESCALT is the latest member of the growing network of FORUM8
Partners in the west.
A specialist software sales and support company, DESCALT has signed a reseller agreement for
FORUM 8’s premier real-time interactive 3D VR simulation and modelling software, VR-Design
Studio (formerly known as UC-win/Road).
The company is headed by Mark Poynter who has an extensive background in civil engineering
design, project management and business development with over 15 years professional
experience.
The company’s in depth knowledge of CAD and graphics software, as well as its knowledge of
the consultant, educational and government markets, makes DESCALT a perfect fit as a reseller
of VR-Design Studio.
As the company’s CEO Mark Poynter said, “I believe that our background and knowledge of the
market in North America puts us in a unique position to promote FORUM8 in this territory.
DESCALT is primarily a services company with a number of support and technical staff.
“We decided to adopt the FORUM 8 product for many reasons one of which was the fact that it
could interface with other 3rd party software such as 12d Model. Through the use of the 12d

plug-in it could add serious value to users, plus it was obviously a highly functional and feature
rich software suite in its own right. We are looking forward to a long and mutually beneficial
relationship with FORUM 8.”
Editors Note - FORUM 8
FORUM8 is the leading Japanese producer of state-of-the-art 3D Engineering software. It’s premier
product in the west, VR-Design Studio (formerly known as UC-win/Road), is at the forefront of Real-time
Interactive 3D VR Simulation & Modeling technology.
Established in 1987, this award-winning company has offices and partners on every continent and is a
member of the ITE and an associate of the TRB visualization group.
VR-Design Studio is the ideal solution for urban and transport planning and design projects, either on its
rd

own or adding value to 3 party 3D design or 2D micro-simulation software and other data sources such
as point-clouds and photo-logs..
It is also used extensively for the interactive visualisation of rail, road and pedestrian-based situations and
environments, as well as flood modelling, emergency and security planning / training scenarios.
Due to the high visual quality of the software and its high level of interactivity, VR-Design Studio powers
many different Rail, Road & Marine Drive Simulators in use throughout the world, from desk top units to
multi-million dollar hexapod systems.
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